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RESUMEN

Este trabajo propone una metodología para elaborar escenarios de cambio climático a escala local. Se usan 
modelos multivariados de series de tiempo para obtener pronósticos restringidos y se avanza en la literatura 
sobre métodos estadísticos de reducción de escala en varios aspectos. Así se logra: i) una mejor representa-
ción del clima a escala local; ii) evitar la posible ocurrencia de relaciones espurias entre variables de gran y 
pequeña escalas; iii) una representación apropiada de la variabilidad de las series en los escenarios de cambio 
climático, y iv) evaluar la compatibilidad y combinar la información de variables climáticas con las derivadas 
de los modelos de clima. La metodología propuesta es útil para integrar escenarios sobre la evolución de los 
factores de pequeña escala que influyen en el clima local. De esta forma, al escoger distintas evoluciones 
que representen, por ejemplo, distintas políticas públicas sobre uso del suelo o control de contaminantes, la 
metodología ofrece una manera de evaluar la conveniencia de dichas políticas en términos de sus efectos 
para amplificar o atenuar los impactos del cambio climático.

ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a new methodology for generating climate change scenarios at the local scale based on 
multivariate time series models and restricted forecasting techniques. This methodology offers considerable 
advantages over the current statistical downscaling techniques such as: (i) it provides a better representation 
of climate at the local scale; (ii) it avoids the occurrence of spurious relationships between the large and local 
scale variables; (iii) it offers a more appropriate representation of variability in the downscaled scenarios; and 
(iv) it allows for compatibility assessment and combination of the information contained in both observed and 
simulated climate variables. Furthermore, this methodology is useful for integrating scenarios of local scale 
factors that affect local climate. As such, the convenience of different public policies regarding, for example, 
land use change or atmospheric pollution control can be evaluated in terms of their effects for amplifying or 
reducing climate change impacts.

Keywords: Compatibility testing, downscaling techniques, multiple time series models, restricted forecasts, 
statistical model validation, climate change.
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1. Introduction
Coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation 
models (AOGCM) provide the most complete rep-
resentation of the climate system to date and occupy 
the highest position in the hierarchy of climate mod-
els. These models are used to study and simulate 
climate at the global and regional scales as well as 
for generating forecasts and projections for a wide 
range of time-horizons (IPCC, 2007). During the past 
two decades, these models have seen great improve-
ments with respect to the number and complexity 
of the climate system processes that they simulate, 
their capacity to adequately reproduce the observed 
regional and global climate, as well as the temporal 
and spatial resolution they can provide. 

However, the spatial resolution required for many 
applications is frequently higher than what even the 
most advanced physical climate models can currently 
offer. To address such needs, downscaling techniques 
have been developed and are commonly used for 
evaluating the potential impacts of climate change 
as well as the convenience of adopting possible ad-
aptation options. There are two main approaches for 
implementing downscaling: (1) dynamic methods 
in which the finer-scale regionalization is produced 
by regional (limited area) physical climate models; 
and (2) statistical methods in which the downscaling 
is obtained by means of linear/nonlinear regression, 
canonical correlation and neural networks, among 
other statistical models (Wilby et al., 2004). Down-
scaling can be defined as “the process of making the 
link between the state of some variable representing 
a large space and the state of some variable represent-
ing a much smaller space” (Benestad et al., 2008). 
The following equation provides a central framework 
for downscaling methods

y = f (X, l, G) (1.1)

where local climate (y) is a function of local phys-
iographic features (l), large-scale factors (X) and 
global climate (G). Downscaling methods, whether 
dynamic or statistical, have the objective of linking 
the local climate to these three factors (von Storch et 
al., 2000; Wilby et al., 2004; Benestad et al., 2008).

Statistical downscaling assumes the existence 
of a strong, underlying physical mechanism sup-
porting the existence of a relationship between the 
large- and local-scale variables. Some of the most 

important advantages of statistical downscaling over 
dynamic methods that have been discussed in the 
literature (e.g., Wilby et al., 2004; Benestad et al., 
2008) are: (i) it is computationally cheap and thus it 
allows to create large sets of local scenarios based 
on different combinations of emissions scenarios and 
climate models. This characteristic makes statistical 
downscaling particularly convenient for exploring 
climate change uncertainty at the local level; (ii) it 
can be tailored to meet the user’s specific demands 
in terms of climate variables and particular locations; 
(iii) it can be used to further downscale the output of 
regional climate models. 

According to Benestad et al. (2008), Wilby et al. 
(2004), von Storch et al. (1993, 2000), Wilby and 
Wigley (1997, 2000), and Giorgi et al. (2001), some 
of the assumptions that need to be satisfied in order 
to assure the theoretical validity of the statistical 
downscaling are: 

i. The existence of a physical mechanism sup-
porting the relationship between local and large scale 
variables.

ii. That the predictors used for building the statis-
tical model are adequately reproduced (realistically 
simulated) by the climate model at the same spatial 
and temporal scales – choosing predictors is frequent-
ly determined by a trade-off between the predictors’ 
relevance for explaining the variable of interest and 
the climate models’ skill to simulate them.

iii. That the relationship between predictors and 
predictand remains stable over time, i.e. the relation-
ship between the large and local scale variables must 
be stationary. Some of the factors that can potentially 
generate nonstationarities in this relationship are 
changes in local land cover and land use, caused for 
example by deforestation and urbanization. Another 
possible cause for nonstationarities is that changes 
in global climate have effects over the regional and 
local climate in ways that are not captured by climate 
models. 

In general, the effects of local factors and global 
changes in climate are assumed to be constant, lead-
ing to the following simplified version of Eq. (1.1)

y = f '  (X) (1.2)

where f ' (.) represents the effects of l and G over f(.) 
(von Storch, 2000; Benestad et al., 2008). That is, 
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statistical downscaling focuses only on the relation-
ship between y and X, all other possible determinants 
of the local climate are assumed constant. One way 
for evaluating the stationarity assumption that has 
been proposed in the literature consists in evaluating 
the forecast performance of the downscaling model 
for out-of-sample periods that may contain different 
climate regimes. 

iv. The set of predictor variables must fully repre-
sent the climate change signal and both the predictand 
and predictor should respond in a similar way to a 
given perturbation (e.g., changes in the atmospheric 
concentrations of greenhouse gases) in order to be 
useful for downscaling purposes.

v. The predictors used for projecting the local 
future climate should not be outside the range of 
the climatology used for calibrating the statistical 
downscaling model.

As discussed in Estrada et al. (2013a), the as-
sumptions commonly required in the literature for 
the downscaling model to be valid are not necessarily 
related to those that would be required for the un-
derlying statistical model to be adequate. Statistical 
downscaling tends to be addressed as a problem of 
minimizing some error measure or maximizing some 
goodness of fit measure. For example, Benestad et 
al. (2008) refers to the model calibration as the part 
of the downscaling process where different weights 
are applied to the different predictor series in order 
to achieve the best fit or the optimal fit. Estrada et al. 
(2013a) discuss in detail the drawbacks and impli-
cations of this approach and propose an alternative 
methodology based on statistically adequate models 
for constructing local climate change scenarios. 
They also stress that when statistical downscaling is 
applied, a probabilistic model is being proposed. As 
such, for the statistical downscaling to be valid the 
empirical validity of the assumptions of the underly-
ing probabilistic model needs to be evaluated. This 
paper extends Estrada et al. (2013a) to multivariate 
time series modeling in order to produce a novel 
approach for downscaling climate change scenarios 
based on VAR (vector auto-regressive) models and 
restricted forecasting techniques. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 
briefly reviews the VAR methodology and the re-
stricted forecast technique applied to these models. 
The advantages of this approach over other currently 

available statistical methods for downscaling are 
discussed. Section 3 presents a description of Mexico 
City in terms of its microclimates, topography and 
levels of urbanization. It also discusses the length 
and quality of climate records that are available for 
this city. Section 4 shows that the effects of local 
factors (urbanization and atmospheric pollution) 
over the local climate can have large impacts on the 
resulting downscaled climate change projections. 
Contrary to what is assumed by automated down-
scaling toolkits and a large part of the climate change 
impacts literature, downscaling is still an unsolved 
issue plagued with methodological, conceptual and 
application problems. This section argues that given 
the large impact that local forcing factors can have 
on the local climate, creating future scenarios for 
these factors is as important as for factors determin-
ing the global and regional changes in climate. If 
the evolution of local forcing factors is neglected or 
extrapolated using current trends, as is currently done 
in most downscaling applications, local projections 
may not be physically consistent. It is emphasized 
that downscaled scenarios should be interpreted as 
conditional on, for example, the selection of the 
emissions scenario and global climate model, the 
parameter stability in the statistical model and the 
assumed evolution of local factors, among others. 
Section 5 presents the conclusions. 

2. Statistical methodology
2.1 VAR models
A VAR model is a generalization of an autoregressive 
model useful to represent multiple time series with no 
need to impose restrictions based on the theory behind 
the phenomenon under study. In this sense, VAR mod-
els are free of theory (Sims, 1980; Greene, 2002; Zivot 
and Wang, 2005). They are preferable to univariate 
models because they offer the possibility to understand 
the dynamic structure among the series and to improve 
forecasting accuracy (Peña et al., 2001). VAR models 
can be interpreted as: (i) a reduced form of a theoretical 
structural model or a transfer function; (ii) an approxi-
mation to a general vector autoregressive and moving 
average (VARMA) model (Lütkepohl, 2005); and (iii) 
a simple representation that captures the empirical 
regularities of an observed multivariate time series. A 
finite order VAR model can be expressed as

Π (B)(Zt – µ) = at (2.1)
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where the k-variate column vector Zt = (Zlt, 
…, Zkt)' represents a multiple time series and the 
apostrophe indicates transposition; Π (B) = Ik – ΠlB – 
... – ΠPBP is a matrix polynomial of order P < ∞; Ik 

is the identity matrix of order k; Πj is a constant 
coefficient matrix of dimension k × k, with elements 
πj,i,f for i, f = 1, …, k and j = 1, ..., P; the vector µ 
= (µ1,...µk)' contains some reference levels for the 
series; and {at} denotes a sequence of independent 
and identically distributed random vectors, with dis-
tribution a ~ Nk(0k, ∑a), where cov(ait, ajt) for all i ≠ j 
and σi

2 = var(ait) for i = 1, ..., k and t = 1, ..., N. 
When the determinantal equation |Π(x)| = 0 has all 

its roots outside the unit circle the series {Zt} is said to 
be stationary and the aforementioned reference levels 
become the mean values E(Zit) = µi. The VAR model 
specification can be extended to include deterministic 
variables, such as constants, trends, seasonal effects 
or intervention variables. In that case, the general 
form of a VAR model is 

Π(B)Zt = µ + ɅDt + at (2.2)

with Dt a vector of deterministic variables. 

2.2 Restricted forecasts
Restricted forecasts generated with time series mod-
els are useful to incorporate additional information 
to that provided by a historical series. In principle, it 
is convenient to see how the forecasts are generated 
exclusively on the basis of a historical record of the 
series. For simplicity of exposition, we consider that 
the true parameter values are known. Let Z = (Z1

',..., 
ZN

') be the vector of historical data and ZF = (Z'
N+1,..., 

Z'
N–H) be the vector of future values to be forecasted, 

with origin at N for the time horizon H ≥ 1. The opti-
mal forecast, in minimum mean square error (MMSE) 
sense, is given by the conditional expectation

E(ZN+h|Z) = Π1E(ZN+h–1|Z)+...+
ΠpE(ZN+h–p|Z)+ µ + ɅDN+h (2.3)

and its forecast error is 

( )
=

+++ =
1

0

h

j
jhNjhNhN aZZEZ  for h = 1,..., H (2.4)

The forecast error vector is ZF – E(ZF|Z) = ΨaF, 
with Ψ a lower block diagonal matrix of size kH × kH, 
with Ik on the diagonal, Ψ1 on the first sub-diagonal, 

Ψ2 on the second sub-diagonal and so on. The ma-
trices Ψi , for j = 1, 2, … , are calculated from the 
following recursion (see Wei, 1990, p. 364) which 
is valid both for stationary and nonstationary series

Ψ0 = I , Ψj = Πj + Πj-1 Ψ1 + …+ 
Π1 Ψj-1 for j = 1,…, H–1,  (2.5)

with Πj = 0 if j > P or j < 0. Then, from the model 
assumptions we know that aF = (a'

N+1,..., a'
N+H)' is 

distributed as N(0kH, IH  ∑a) where  denotes a 
Kronecker product.

We can improve on the VAR forecasts if we take 
into account extra-model information by means of 
restricted forecasting, as shown by Guerrero (2007) 
and Guerrero et al. (2008). To see this, let Y = (Y1,..., 
YM)' be a vector of future values or forecasts of a 
new variable, coming from an external source to that 
used for building the VAR model. Such a vector is 
related to the vector of future values of Z by means 
of the stochastic linear combination Y = CZF + u 
where (u1,...uM)' is a random vector with E(u|Z) = 0, 
i.e., the restrictions imposed by Y on Z are condition-
ally unbiased, but uncertain, since they are associat-
ed to a variance-covariance matrix var(u|Z) = ∑u; of 
course, when ∑u = 0 the restrictions become certain. 
Besides, C is a known M × kH matrix of rank M ≤ H, 
whose rows contain the M linear combinations 
defining the restrictions.

The optimal restricted forecast of ZF and its 
MMSE matrix are given by 

( ) ( )[ ]ZZCEYAZZEZ FFF +=ˆ  (2.6)

and 

( ) ( ) ( ) 'ˆ = aHkHF IACIZECM  (2.7)

respectively, with ( ) ( )[ ] 1'''' += uaHaH CICCIA  
( ) ( )[ ] 1'''' += uaHaH CICCIA . Additionally, we can test for both total 

and partial compatibility of the two different sources 
of information involved. When the test statistic does 
not produce a significant value we say that the two 
sources are compatible, the opposite occurs when the 
test is significant and a possible explanation for this 
is that a structural change is expected to occur during 
the forecast horizon, as considered by Guerrero et 
al. (2013). The calculated test statistics for total and 
partial compatibility are, respectively,
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( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ]ZZCEY

CICZZCEYK

F

uaHFcalc += 1'''  (2.8)

to be compared with values of a χ 2
kM distribution, and

( )[ ]
( )[ ] 1,

2
,

'' +

=

mumaHm

Fmmcalcm

cIc

ZZEcYK  (2.9)

which must be compared with a χ 2
1 distribution.

As it is shown below, VAR models together with 
restricted forecasting produce a new way of carrying 
out statistical downscaling. With this new approach 
to estimate changes in local climate, there is no need 
of estimating the relationship between large scale 
and local variables. Moreover, we can also model 
the interaction among neighbor series, in such a 
way as to get a better representation of weather at 
the local level.

3. Building a VAR model for Mexico City
3.1 Description of the place of study
Mexico City (MC) has an extension of 1485 km2 
and it is located in an endorreic basin surrounded by 
mountains (CONAPO, 2002). Its average elevation 
is 2240 masl, with its lowest point in the northeast 
and highest towards the southeast. These features 
produce a tropical climate, tempered by altitude 
(Jáuregui, 2000). Furthermore, the central-north part 
of MC that covers 45% of its area has mostly urban 
land use, while the remaining 55% located in the 
south-southwest has basically rural land use.

There is a great deal of anthropogenic and local 
natural factors that modulate the large-scale climat-
ic factors. Among the natural factors we can find 
topography, elevation, vegetal coverage and the 
presence of water bodies; among the most important 
anthropogenic factors we can mention density and 
building type, atmospheric pollution and land use 
changes (Estrada et al., 2009). Several works on 
urban climatology (e.g., Jones et al., 1990; Jáuregui, 
1991; Ishi et al., 1991) have shown that urbanization 
and deforestation have an important effect on the 
city climate, making it warmer and dryer. In spite 
of the small geographical space covered by MC, 
local factors such as its complex topography and 
level of urbanization make it a place with a highly 
heterogeneous climate. Estrada et al. (2009) applied 

multivariate statistical techniques to analyze the 
data produced by 37 meteorological stations of the 
Servicio Meteorológico Nacional (National Meteoro-
logical Service) and found two large climatic regions 
in MC, as well as four sub-regions. The two large re-
gions are basically defined by their topography – they 
divide the city in low altitude (northeast-center) and 
high altitude areas (southwest, where the mountains 
begin) – while the four sub-regions are defined not 
only by the effect of geographic factors but also by 
that of anthropogenic ones. 

Sub-region 1 (S1) is located in the eastmost and 
lowest part of the city, with suburban features; the 
second sub-region (S2) is in the center of MC and 
corresponds to a highly urbanized zone with low 
elevation; the third one (S3) is characterized by pied-
mont urban zones going from the southeast towards 
the southwest of MC; the fourth sub-region (S4) is 
located in the south, which is the highest part of the 
city with forest areas. Besides the socioeconomic 
importance that the impact of climatic changes may 
have, MC shows geographic heterogeneity as well 
as weather diversity at the micro level. These factors 
make it a good example to illustrate the need of ap-
plying downscaling since the information provided 
by a general circulation model is highly aggregated 
and does not reflect the local features. To the best of 
our knowledge, the only type of downscaling applied 
to MC has been change factor downscaling com-
bined with interpolation by splines and climatology 
with very high resolution (Conde et al., 2011). Even 
though climatology incorporates a great deal of the 
geographic and observed microclimate factors, inter-
polation cannot adjust the large-scale climate change 
scenarios to account for the aforementioned factors.

3.2 Selection of monthly temperature series
The database used for this work is the Rapid Extractor 
of Climatologic Information v. 1.0, known as ERIC III, 
released by the Instituto Mexicano de Tecnología 
del Agua (Mexican Institute of Water Technology) 
in 2007. It has 67 meteorological stations in MC, 
but the available data is of low quality as the records 
are truncated or many values are missing (sometimes 
for years), and there are no metadata that could help 
to homogenize the series (e.g., Bravo et al., 2006). 

Out of the 67 monthly mean temperature series in 
the database, only 15 have 30 or more years of data 
(the typical length of the series used in climate studies). 
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Thirteen of those 15 series end in year 1988 and the 
other two in 1987. Consequently, these time series can-
not be used for our purposes since the climate change 
signal has been more pronounced during the last 30-50 
years (IPCC, 2007; Gay et al., 2009; Estrada et al., 
2013b) and therefore important information would be 
missing. Moreover, if these series were to be used the 
out-of-sample forecast would have had to start at the 
end of the 1980s. Given these limitations we decided 
to apply another criterion to choose the meteorological 
stations to be used, based on selecting the stations with 
more recent monthly mean temperatures. Once again, 
out of the original 67 stations only 15 have records 
ending in the second part of the 1990s or later, six end 
in 2003, four in 2000, three in 1996 and two in 1998.

Figure 1 shows the monthly mean temperatures of 
the 15 stations with more recent data. At least two of 

them (E09022, E09026) have obvious homogeneity 
issues, perhaps due to measurement problems, 10 
series have large gaps (longer than a year) of missing 
data and just three have records with an “acceptable” 
amount of missing data (E09014 lacks seven values, 
E09020 lacks 26 and E09029 lacks 12). Despite the 
fact that only three series from ERIC III met our 
criterion, they are located in three of the four sub-re-
gions defined in Estrada et al. (2009) and represent a 
considerable portion of MC. That is, series E09029 
corresponds to sub-region S1, E09014 to S2 and 
E09020 to S3. These sub-regions are located in the 
most urbanized part of the city, where the costs of 
climatic changes associated to, say, an increase in 
energy demand, could be higher. The only sub-region 
not represented in the study (S4) is that with highest 
elevation and forest areas.
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Fig. 1. Monthly mean temperature in 15 stations of ERIC III with recent records.
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3.3 Preliminary data analysis
To estimate the missing values and complete the 
series we used a heuristic procedure based on a 
linear regression model with deterministic re-
gressors such as dummy variables for seasonality 
and linear trend, when found statistically signif-
icant, as it happened with E09014 and E09029. 
An alternative, formal procedure for estimating 
missing data is the Time Series Regression with 
ARIMA Noise, Missing Observations and Outliers 
(TRAMO) program (Gómez and Maravall, 1996) 
available at the Bank of Spain website. It is worth 
noticing that for the time series analyzed here, 
both procedures lead to similar results. We used 
CUSUM, CUSUMQ and Quandt-Andrews tests 

to detect structural changes in the series. Series 
E09029 required four-step variables to model 
level changes in: June, 1976 with an increase of 
0.96 ºC; February, 1980 with a decrease of 1.70 
ºC; April, 1986 with increase of 1.07 ºC; and 
January, 1996 with a decrease of 0.62 ºC. All the 
dummy variables were significant at the 1% level. 
Once the series were completed, we improved on 
the estimation of missing data by applying auto 
regressive and moving average (ARMA) models, 
as well as a preliminary VAR model to capture the 
dynamic relationships among series. 

Figure 2 shows the original and completed series 
E09014, E09020 and E09029 for January 1971 to 
December 2000 (sample size N = 360). We should 
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notice that the estimated data are considered as 
known values, so that by taking into account its 
uncertainty the forecast variance would be larger 
than that reported here, but the amount of variance 
attributable to the estimation procedure is unknown.

We started modeling the time series by applying 
augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root tests 
with centered dummy variables to capture seasonal 
effects, as in Guerrero (2007). The critical values 
of the usual ADF test do not change by including 
this type of dummies. Instead of using data depen-
dent methods as the Akaike or Schwarz criteria 
(Greene, 2002) we used the Breusch-Godfrey LM 
and Ljung-Box’s Q tests (Enders, 2003) in the 
auxiliary regressions of the ADF test to select the 
number of lags required so that the residuals do not 
show autocorrelation.

To select the deterministic regressors we recall 
(Enders, 2003) that the unit root tests are conditional 
on the regressors and the significance of those re-
gressors in the model depend on whether or not the 
series has unit roots. In fact, Campbell and Perron 
(1991) showed that when the model has more de-
terministic regressors than the true data generating 
process, the power of the tests decreases. On the 
other hand, when the regression model misses a 
trend component present in the true data generating 
process, the power of the test goes to zero. Similarly, 
if the intercept is omitted the power will also de-
crease. We first decided on the type of deterministic 
regressors to be included in the ADF tests by looking 
at the data and followed the procedure suggested 
by Dolado et al. (1990) when the data generating 
process is unknown. The general specification of 
the auxiliary regression was

= =

++++=
12

1 1
1

i

p

j
tjtjtitit aZZdtZ  (3.1)

where Zt denotes a monthly mean temperature, t is 
a linear trend, dit are the centered seasonal dummies 
and the lags of ∇Zt are used to account for error 

autocorrelation. The parameters β, δi, φi and γ are 
fixed but unknown.

As shown in Table I, the null hypothesis of unit 
root is strongly rejected for all series, with statistical 
significance lower than 1% in all cases. The seasonal 
dummies were also highly significant as well as the 
linear trend for series E09014 and E09029, with a 
positive slope in the first case and negative in the 
second one.1 So, it can be concluded that those series 
are well represented as trend stationary processes and 
E09029 as a stationary process with constant mean, 
therefore there is no need of taking differences to 
make the series stationary. This is in agreement with 
previous works (Gay et al., 2007, 2009; Estrada et al. 
2010, 2013b; Estrada and Perron, 2014) where the 
statistical time series analysis lends strong support 
to the assumption of trend stationary processes to 
represent monthly or yearly temperature series. 

3.4 VAR model building
Once the order of integration was decided we 
searched for an appropriate order of the VAR mod-
el.2 The estimation results were obtained for January 
1971-December 1998, leaving out two whole years 
of the sample for evaluating the forecasting ability. 
We decided the order of the VAR(P) model with the 
criterion of building statistically adequate models 
as advocated by Spanos (1999). To that end we 
applied a battery of misspecification tests to val-
idate the assumptions of no error autocorrelation, 
normality, homoscedasticity and stationarity. This 
allows being confident that statistical inferences 

Table I. ADF test results for the selected series.

Variable p ß̂ ˆtß γ̂ ˆtγ
E09014 0 0.006 7.311* –0.541 –11.231*
E09020 0 – – –0.551 –11.131*
E09029 0 –0.002 –3.307* –0.634 –12.762*

*Denotes 1% statistical significance. All tests included 
seasonal dummies statistically significant at the 1% level.

1 Afterwards, the trends were estimated correcting for autocorrelation and verifying parameter stability by means of 
CUSUM, CUSUMQ and Quandt-Andrews tests. Series E09014 has a positive trend of 1.12 ºC/decade, whereas E09029 
has a negative trend of 0.21 ºC/decade.
2 The effects of the deterministic trend and seasonal dummies were removed from the series in order to produce forecasts 
with a VAR model as indicated by Lutkepöhl (2005).
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drawn from the model are appropriate (see also 
Andreou and Spanos, 2003). The resulting order 
that satisfies the aforementioned assumptions is 
P = 3, but for comparative purposes we also ap-
plied some other criteria to select the value of P, 
such as likelihood ratio (LR) tests, final prediction 
error (FPE), Akaike (AIC), Schwarz (SIC) and 
Hannan-Quinn (HQ). Table II allows us to see that 
each of these five criteria leads to choosing P < 3, but 
none of them produces a statistical adequate model. 
The third lag in the VAR(3) model is not statistically 
significant in any of the three equations involved, so 
that the resulting model can be considered slightly 
over parameterized, but we decided to use P = 3 in 
order to fulfill the probabilistic model assumptions. 

In Table III we can see that the first lag is significant 
only in the equation for the variable in turn. With re-
gard to second lags: that of E09014 is significant only 
on E09020; E09020 has a significant effect on itself at 
the 5% level and on E09029 at the 10% level; E09029 
has significant effects on itself only. The third lag is 

not significant even at the 10% level (the calculated t 
statistics are between 1.41 and 0.02 in absolute value).

To validate the stationarity assumption of the 
model we calculated the nine inverse roots of the 
characteristic polynomial. As shown in Figure 3, all 
these inverse roots are well inside the unit circle, so 
that the model can be considered stable.

Furthermore, by looking at graphs of cross-correla-
tions we did not find any evidence of residual auto-
correlation. We also applied the multivariate Lagrange 
multiplier (LM) test, as suggested by Lütkepohl (2005) 
to check for no residual autocorrelation in lags from 1 
up to 12, as shown in Table IV. There we can see that 
there is no significant statistical evidence of residual 
autocorrelation in any of the lags considered. 

A visual inspection of the model residuals in Figure 4 
is useful to see that there are several possible outlying 

Table II. Criteria for selecting the order of the VAR(P) model.

Order P Log- likelihood LR FPE AIC SC HQ

0 –1384.604 NA 0.838 8.337 9.067 8.628
1 –1229.012 288.829 0.361 7.494 8.325 7.825
2 –1215.413 25.008 0.352 7.468 8.398 7.838
3 –1210.585 8.796 0.360 7.492 8.521 7.902
4 –1203.484 12.814 0.365 7.503 8.632 7.952

Notes: (1) Bold figures indicate the order of the VAR produced by the corresponding criterion. (2) The 
modified LR test statistic was significant at the 5% level.

Table III. Summary of statistical significance of the lags 
in the VAR(3) model.

Lags
Equation for series

E09014 E09020 E09029

E09014(-1) * – –
E09020(-1) – * –
E09029(-1) – – *
E09014(-2) – * –
E09020(-2) – * **
E09029(-2) – – *
E09014(-3) – – –
E09020(-3) – – –
E09029(-3) – – –

*5% statistical significance; **10% statistical significance.
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Fig. 3. Inverse roots of the VAR(3) model characteristic 
polynomial.
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observations, but the variance does not change sys-
tematically. Thus, to validate the homoscedasticity 
assumption we applied White’s test, that is, an omni-
bus test usually applied to detect heteroscedasticity in 
general, as proposed in Lütkepohl (2005). The joint 
test incorporating cross-terms yielded a calculated 
chi-squared test statistic equal to 458.46 (with p-value 
0.000) in such a way that the null hypothesis of error 
homoscedasticity was rejected. We attribute this re-
sult to the possibility of having outlying observations, 
rather than true heteroscedasticiy.

As previously said, Figure 4 allows to see that sev-
eral outlying observations are present in the data that 
can also lead to rejecting the normality assumption. 
To check the validity of this assumption we applied a 
multivariate extension of Jarque-Bera’s test shown in 
Lütkepohl (2005), with residuals orthogonalized via 
Cholesky’s decomposition. Table V shows that the 
null hypothesis of individual normality is rejected by 
series E09020 and E09029, hence joint normality is 
rejected too. This fact is basically due to the excess 
kurtosis in both series and asymmetry in the latter. 
Since this problem may originate by the presence 

of outliers, we included some dummy variables to 
capture the outlying effects.

The outliers appear mostly in years where an El 
Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) occur, be it an 
El Niño or a La Niña event (Table VI). ENSO is a 
coupled phenomenon concerning global climatic 
variability in interannual time scales (Wolter and 
Timlin, 1998). The literature on this topic has estab-
lished the existence of some teleconnections of ENSO 
with weather in several zones of the world (e.g., 
Glantz, 2001a, b) and its effect on climatic variables 

Table IV. Multivariate LM tests to detect residual 
autocorrelation.

Lags up to Calculated LM 
statistic

Significance level

1 6.434083 0.6958
2 7.906356 0.5436
3 6.284356 0.7112
4 13.10946 0.1577
5 6.868841 0.6508
6 3.034055 0.9629
7 3.726261 0.9285
8 7.776859 0.5568
9 12.49849 0.1866

10 7.091714 0.6276
11 13.59385 0.1375
12 16.26038 0.0616
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Fig. 4. Residuals of the VAR(3) model. 

Table V. Jarque-Bera multivariate normality test. 

Residual 
series

Jarque-Bera 
statistic

Degrees of 
freedom

Significance 
level

E09014 1.393 2 0.498
E09020 102.203 2 0.000
E09029 16.963 2 0.000

Joint test 120.558 6 0.000

Table VI. Dates of the dummy variables in the VAR model 
and years with ENSO events.

Month/year ENSO Month/year ENSO

02/1976 LN 11/1988 LN
02/1978 EN 01/1989 LN
04/1978 EN 02/1989 LN
02/1979 N 03/1989 LN
10/1979 N 12/1992 EN
02/1980 N 01/1996 LN
04/1986 N 02/1997 EN
11/1986 EN 04/1997 EN
01/1987 EN 11/1998 LN
02/1987 EN
10/1987 EN
12/1987 EN

LN: La Niña; EN: El Niño; N: neutral.
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in Mexico has also been documented (Magaña, 2004). 
Twenty-one dummies were included (sample size 

353) —all of them statistically significant at the 5% 
level in at least one of the three model equations 
(Table VII)— and they serve to capture the extraor-
dinary effect in that month. 

In Table VIII we can observe that once the effects 
of the ENSO events were accounted for the normality 
assumption is no longer rejected by the Jarque-Bera 
test. Moreover, the homoscedasticity assumption is 
also reasonable valid since the joint White test with 
cross-terms yields a calculated chi-square statistic of 
441.56, with p-value of 0.603. Another possibility 
to correct for excess of kurtosis could have been the 
use of a heavy tail distribution, such as Student’s t, in 
place of a normal distribution for the errors. That is, 
by using a t distribution we could have accounted for 
heavy tails, but that fact does not improve forecasting 
ability. Thus, that possibility was ruled out because the 
VAR model will only be used to generate forecasts. 

Finally, it is convenient to say that the VAR(3) 
model provides a better fit for series E09020 (with 
adjusted R2 = 0.46), than for the other two series, 

since the corresponding adjusted R2 values are 0.27 
for E09014 and 0.29 for E09029.

4. Statistical downscaling for local monthly tem-
peratures in Mexico City
4.1 Evaluating predictive performance and genera-
ting scenarios for 2020 and 2100
Since the objective of the VAR(3) model in the pre-
vious section is to produce climate change scenarios 
for a much finer spatial scale than climate models 
can provide, it is important to evaluate its predictive 
ability in terms of precision and accuracy. In this 
section, the performance of the out-of-sample one-
step ahead forecasts for the period January 1999 to 
December 2000 is evaluated for both the VAR(3) 
model without external information (unrestricted 
forecasts) and the VAR(3) model using information 
obtained from climate models (restricted forecasts). 

The external information (Y) used to generate the 
restricted forecasts is the large-scale (1 × 1º longitude 
latitude grid point) of the monthly mean temperature 
from the MIROC-HIRES AOGCM. The selected grid 
point has its center at –99º E, 18.505º N and covers 
Mexico City. Two emissions scenarios were used for 
this purpose: the 20C3M, which aims to reproduce 
the 20th century climate and the A1B for the 2001-
2100 period (Fig. 5). All climate model simulations 
were taken from the Climate Explorer of the Royal 
Netherlands Meteorological Institute (http://climexp.
knmi.nl/). The restrictions imposed assume that the 
average of the three series of observed temperature 
equals the value of the temperature obtained by the 
large-scale climate model. Thus, the matrix C is as-
sociated with the constraints and defined as a block 
of diagonal dimension M × kH, where its diagonal 
contains the vector c = (1/3,1/3,1/3).

To evaluate the out-of-sample predictive ability 
of the VAR(3) model the mean error (ME) and the 

Table VIII. Jarque-Bera multivariate normality test applied 
to series without outliers.

Residual
series

Jarque-Bera 
statistic

Degrees of 
freedom

Significance 
level

E09014 0.256 2 0.880
E09020 1.416 2 0.493
E09029 0.771 2 0.680

Joint test 2.443 6 0.875
Table VII. Summary of the statistical significance of the 
dummies in the VAR(3) model. 

Month/year E09014 E09020 E09029
02/1976 * – *
02/1978 – * –
04/1978 – – *
02/1979 – * –
10/1979 – – *
02/1980 – * –
04/1986 – * –
11/1986 – * –
01/1987 – * –
02/1987 – * –
10/1987 – – *
12/1987 – * *
11/1988 – * –
01/1989 – * –
02/1989 – * –
03/1989 * * *
12/1992 * – –
01/1996 – – *
02/1997 * – *
04/1997 – – *
11/1998 – * *

*Statistically significant at the 5% level.
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root mean square error (RMSE) were used and the 
Diebold-Mariano (DM) test was applied to determine 
whether there is a significant difference between 
restricted and unrestricted forecasts. The ME is a 
measure of forecast accuracy: positive values indicate 
that on average the forecast values are higher than 
the observed ones, while negative values indicate that 
on average forecasts are below the observed values. 
The RMSE is a measure of precision for which values 
closer to zero indicate a better forecast. The DM test 
compares the prediction precision of two sets of fore-
casts. Some of the advantages of this test are that it 
allows the forecast errors to be non-normal, to have a 
non-zero mean, to be serially and contemporaneously 
correlated (Diebold and Mariano, 1995). As shown in 
Table IX, the unrestricted forecasts are more accurate 
and precise than restricted for all series.

For the E09014 forecast, the magnitude of the ME 
is larger than those of other series, and thus a greater 
overestimation can be expected for this series. The 
E09014 forecasts (restricted and unrestricted) have 
lower precision than those of E09020 and E09029 
(Fig. 6). The differences in the values of ME and 

RMSE between both types of forecasts are small, in 
the sense that they are lower than one degree Celsius. 
Moreover, the DM test (Table IX) provides formal 
evidence suggesting that the restricted and unrestrict-
ed forecasts are not statistically different.

Table IX. Forecast evaluation of the VAR(3) model.

E09014 E09020 E09029

Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted

ME 0.763 1.103 0.398 0.635 0.141 0.389
RMSE 1.299 1.763 0.878 1.145 0.978 1.172
DM –0.502

(0.691)
–0.397
(0.727)

–0.329
(0.749)

p-values for the DM test are shown in parenthesis.
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While it could be argued that the external informa-
tion obtained from the MIROC-HIRES model does not 
improve the VAR(3) model forecasts in the short term, 
it is essential for the medium and long term projections 
since it allows indirectly to incorporate the effect of 
external forcings which would be omitted in the un-
restricted forecasts. Additionally, the compatibility of 
the forecasts generated by the VAR(3) and the external 
information used to restrict forecasts was evaluated. 
The total compatibility test proposed in Guerrero et 
al. (2008) yields a value Kcalc = 0.872 (probability of 
0.640), which suggests that the two sources of informa-
tion are compatible. Similarly, a partial compatibility 

test shows that the information from both sources is 
compatible with all the imposed constraints.

4.2 Local climate change scenarios for 2020 and 
2100 based on restricted forecasts
In this subsection the restricted forecasts —which 
include the additional information from the climate 
model-HIRES MIROC— are compared to those from 
the unrestricted VAR(3) model. Figures 7 and 8 show 
the unrestricted (left) and restricted (right) forecasts 
for 2020 and 2100, respectively. The prediction inter-
vals do not grow over time because the processes are 
trend-stationary (E09014 and E09029) and stationary 
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around a constant (E09020). However, in practice 
for long forecast horizons a larger uncertainty could 
be expected as the forecast horizon grows because 
of, for example, potential parameter instability (i.e., 
these forecasts do not consider epistemic uncertainty; 
see Gay and Estrada, 2010).

For the period comprising January 2001 to De-
cember 2020, the restricted (unrestricted) forecasts 
show an increase of 2.64 ºC (2.51 ºC) for E09014, 
a cooling of 0.27 ºC (0.36 ºC) for E09029 and a 
no significant trend for E09020. For this forecast 
horizon and in the case of E09014 and E09029, the 
restricted forecasts imply higher temperatures than 
the unrestricted ones. For this forecast horizon, the 
total compatibility test statistic yields a value of 0.815 
for which, using the normal approximation, it can be 
concluded that the sources of information used for 
forecasting are compatible.3 The partial compatibility 
tests show that the sources are compatible at the 5% 
level, except for restrictions 16 and 115.

While the large-scale temperature produced by 
the MIROC-HIRES shows an increase of 5.37 ºC 
from January 2001 to December 2100, the restricted 
forecasts from the VAR(3) model indicate that for the 
same period E09029 would experience a cooling of 
0.38 ºC, E09014 an increase of 14.80 ºC and E09020 
a rise of 1.70 ºC. In the case of the unrestricted 
forecasts, E09014 would experience a warming of 
12.29 ºC, E09020 would remain unchanged and 
E09029 would decrease 2.16 ºC. The effects of the 
restriction imposed by the MIROC-HIRES model 
are particularly noticeable for E09029, in which the 
cooling is about 82% smaller than that obtained by 
the unconstrained forecast. That is, when the external 
forcings are taken into account (i.e., the A1B emis-
sions scenario used for running the climate model) 
and not just the extrapolation of the trend included 
in the VAR(3) model, the effects of the local factors 
responsible for cooling are partially offset by the 
larger-scale warming caused by climate change. This 
can be observed in Figure 8c, in which the negative 
trend becomes less pronounced after midcentury.

When the forecasts are restricted using the climate 
model output, the mean of E09020 is no longer a 
constant mean, as it shows a moderate warming trend 

towards the end of the century. In the case of E09014, 
the restricted forecasts have a mean value in 2100 
more than two degrees Celsius higher in comparison 
with the unrestricted forecasts. Figures 7 and 8 show 
another important effect of restricting the forecasts 
to the climate output: the variability shown by the 
forecasted series is similar to that of the observations. 
The total compatibility test for the restricted forecasts 
for the period January 2001 to December 2100 has 
a value of 2.99, which indicates that the sources of 
information used for forecasting are compatible. The 
partial compatibility tests show less compatibility 
between the two sources of information: in 272 cases 
the null hypothesis of compatibility is rejected at the 
5% significance level.

The results are consistent with the sub-regions 
where the stations are located as the differences in 
warming between them reflect local anthropogenic 
and natural factors that affect the climate of the city: 
the strongest warming occurs in E09014, which rep-
resents the most urbanized sub-region and the warm-
ing can be explained as a joint product of the increase 
in regional temperature due to climate change and to 
the heat island phenomenon caused by urbanization; 
the E09020 station shows a lower increase in tem-
perature than E09014 due to a smaller contribution of 
local factors; a possible explanation for the decrease 
in the observed and forecasted temperatures in the 
E09029 sub-region could be that it is located in the 
industrial area of the city. Industrial activity produces 
large amounts of atmospheric aerosols that have a 
negative effect on radiative forcing, causing a de-
crease in local and even regional temperatures (e.g., 
Jin et al., 2010). However, it should be noted that the 
results indicate thermal contrasts that can hardly be 
observed among neighbor sub-regions located within 
such a small area. Therefore, in the next sections we 
propose a new approach that can lead to results that 
are more consistent with the physics of climate and 
with the observed differences in local microclimates.

For the purposes of what is discussed below, it is 
important to underline the differences between climate 
forecast and climate scenario. Climate forecasts aim to 
estimate the true evolution of future climate, and the 
dominant uncertainty in this case is randomness. By 

3 Given the large number of degrees of freedom due by the length of the forecast horizon, the χ2 probability cannot be 
computed and therefore a normal approximation has to be used instead.
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contrast, a climate scenario is a possible, self-consis-
tent and simplified representation of the potential evo-
lution of future climate dependent on (or conditioned 
by) a set of key variables that are inherently uncer-
tain. In this case, the type of uncertainty is primarily 
epistemic (IPCC, 2007; Gay and Estrada, 2010). As 
such, it is appropriate to interpret the results of any 
downscaling of climate change as conditional on a 
number of assumptions that are made about both the 
local (e.g., land use and deforestation, among others), 
regional (e.g., regional climate patterns) and global 
determinants (e.g., global climate, concentrations of 
greenhouse gases). The future evolution of all these 
conditioning factors is subject to epistemic uncertainty.

4.3 Local climate change scenarios for 2020 and 
2100 corrected by changes in local factors
The results shown in the previous subsection portrait 
one of the main limitations of most downscaling 
applications, irrespective of whether a dynamic or 
statistical approach is used. The general framework 
for downscaling methods described by y = f (X, l, G) 
—for which the local climate is a function of the 
local physiographic effects, large-scale factors and 
global characteristics— is replaced in practice by 
y = f '(X) that assumes the effects of all local factors (as 
well as of the changes in the global climate) to be con-
stant, limiting the local climate to be a function of y and 
X exclusively. As argued below, local climate change 
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scenarios can hardly be considered realistic or useful 
if the effects of local factors are simply extrapolated 
(as is currently done in most downscaling exercises) 
into the future without stating the underlying assump-
tions that are being made. The assumed evolution of 
local factors should be clear to the potential users as 
is required with other forcings. If this condition is 
not met, the local climate change scenario would be 
essentially meaningless, as would be a global climate 
change scenario for which no information is given 
regarding its radiative forcing drivers.

The effects of urbanization on the climate of 
cities have been discussed in the literature and it has 
been shown that these effects can generate both large 
warming and cooling trends. However, the urban-
ization processes can be limited by different factors 
such as physical constraints and urban planning and 
policy (i.e., when a city is completely urbanized, or 
an urbanization goal is reached). Consequently, the 
warming/cooling caused by these factors would tend 
to stabilize at some level instead of showing a constant 
growth. Clearly, extrapolating their effects by means 
of trends with constant slope parameters would be 
unrealistic and in many cases physically impossible 
when long horizons are considered (as is the case of 
climate change projections). Thus, the cooling shown 
by E09029 or the large warming shown by E09014 
could be overestimated as they assume constant rates 
of urbanization and air pollution, which are probably 
impossible in reality. Likewise, it could be argued that 
the warming in E09020 may be underestimated given 
that the areas at piedmont may show in the future high-
er rates of urbanization than what has been previously 
observed. However, how to integrate these changes for 
producing local climate change scenarios is currently a 
subject of discussion in the downscaling literature and 
most of the current downscaling applications simply 
ignore this problem (IPCC, 2007). 

To address this issue, we propose a simple ap-
proach for distinguishing the contributions of large-
scale and local factors to the observed trends in local 
temperatures. This decomposition allows creating 
more credible and physically consistent projections. 
Assume that the slope of the trend of a temperature 
series can be expressed as follows 

( ) LFLSFlocal GlXf +== ,,  (4.1)

where βLSF is the slope that can be attributed to large 
scale factors and βLF represents the effects of the local 
scale factors. Furthermore, if βLSF can be approximat-
ed by the large-scale (X) temperature (i.e., a grid point 
or points encompassing the area to be downscaled) 
the effects of local and large-scale factors can be 
separated. The large-scale data can be obtained either 
from (1) a gridded dataset of observed variables or 
(2) the output of a climate model.4 By means of this 
decomposition, instead of extrapolating the part of 
the trend that can be attributed to local factors, a 
scenario representing the possible evolution of local 
factors can be introduced. As before, the large-scale 
factors are represented by the output of a climate 
model, and both sources of information are integrated 
using restricted forecast techniques to create a local 
climate change scenario. 

Figure 9 shows the monthly temperature sim-
ulation corresponding to the MIROC-HIRES for 
the 20C3M emissions scenario covering the period 
1971-2000. As can be seen from this figure, the 
large-scale temperature series (1 × 1º) for the grid 
point encompassing the area of study does not show 
a trend; instead it oscillates around a constant mean 
value. Using a linear regression with a time trend as 
explanatory variable it is confirmed that the slope 
coefficient is not statistically different from zero 
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Fig. 9. Monthly temperature simulated by the MI-
ROC-HIRES model under the 20C3M emissions scenario 
for the period 1971-2000.

4 Note that local temperature forms part of the grid point representing the large-scale temperature average. However, 
the influence of a single point over hundreds of squared kilometers that usually make up a grid point is practically zero.
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(p-value 0.211).5 However, this p-value should be 
seen cautiously because the autocorrelation struc-
ture in the series was not accounted for by the trend 
model. Taking the MIROC-HIRES simulation as the 
representation of the contribution of the large-scale 
factors to the observed local warming it can be argued 
that βLSF = 0 during the period of study. Consequently, 
the observed trends in E09014 y E09029 could be 
attributed solely to the effects of local factors and 
not to global climate change or to any other large-
scale phenomenon. Clearly these conclusions could 
vary if a different database (observed or simulated) 
is used to represent the behavior of the large-scale 
temperature over this period.

The local factors with largest influence over the 
local climate of Mexico City are the urban heat is-
land generated by the urbanization processes in the 
sub-region represented by E09014 and the effect of 
atmospheric aerosols produced by the industrial area 
located in the sub-region represented by E09029. In 
the case of E09020, the local factors did not generate 
significant trends during the period of study. Given 
the current level of urbanization shown in the E09014 
sub-region it is reasonable to assume that at the latest in 
the medium term, the levels of urbanization and warm-
ing caused by this phenomenon will approach zero 
and the temperature will tend to stabilize at some level 
(higher than its present value). Similarly, the cooling 
trend, possibly caused by the increase in atmospheric 
aerosols, will also tend to zero (or might even reverse) 
in a not too distant future, due to regulations that will 
probably be adopted to control them due to the effect 
that these particles have on human health.

To illustrate this method we present an example 
of local climate change scenarios generated using 
restricted forecasts in which a structural change in the 
slope of the trend is induced to represent a scenario of 
changes in the local policies to control air pollution 
and to limit further urbanization in the sub-regions 
E09029 and E09014, respectively. The break date 
of the structural change is set to January of 2020. 
Therefore, local factors will continue to increase/
decrease local temperatures at the same rate of the 
observed period until that date. For the sub-region 
E09020 it is assumed that local factors will continue 

to have no effect over the local temperatures (e.g., the 
levels of atmospheric pollution and urbanization do 
not change). However, the mid- and long-term tem-
perature changes in the different sub-regions will be 
driven by the large-scale warming scenario produced 
by the MIROC-HIRES. These projections can be 
interpreted as intervention scenarios, in which public 
policies regarding land cover and land use change, 
as well as atmospheric pollution control, are used to 
modify the microclimates of the city, intensifying 
or reducing some of the impacts of global climate 
change compared to a non-intervention scenario. 

The corrected unrestricted forecasts in Figure 10 
(left panel) show the changes in temperatures produced 
by the evolution of local factors prescribed using 
dummy variables. Comparing with the unrestricted 
forecasts in Figure 8, in this case the sub-region 
E09014 shows a warming of 2.62 ºC instead of 12.29 
ºC for 2100. Note that the difference of about 10 ºC in 
warming is produced only by the assumed evolution 
of local factors: the first determined by an intervention 
scenario and the second on an extrapolation of the 
current trends. As has been discussed in the literature 
on scenarios generation, the extrapolation of current 
trends usually leads to physical and socioeconomic 
inconsistencies (Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000). In the 
case of the sub-region E09029, the cooling obtained 
by using the corrected unrestricted forecasts is 0.45 
ºC instead of the 2.16 ºC cooling obtained by means 
of the uncorrected unrestricted forecasts.

The corrected restricted forecasts (Fig. 10, right 
panel) show the evolution of temperatures in the three 
sub-regions represented by E09014, E09020 and 
E09029. These projections combine the large-scale 
temperature change obtained by the MIROC-HIRES 
model under the A1B scenario and the scenario of local 
factors described above. By 2100 the temperature in 
the sub-region E09014 shows an increase of 7.46 ºC 
– about half of the warming projected with the uncor-
rected restricted forecasts. The increase in temperature 
in the sub-region E09020 is 4.34 ºC and 4.32 ºC in the 
sub-region E09029 (2.64 ºC and 4.70 ºC higher than 
those obtained by means of the uncorrected restricted 
forecasts, respectively). The temperature contrast in 
the uncorrected forecasts is so large (more than 13 ºC) 

5 CUSUM, CUSUMQ and Quandt-Andrews tests for structural change were applied to evaluate the presence of a potential 
structural change in the slope of the trend. None of the tests provided significant evidence in favor of a structural break. 
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that could be hardly maintained in such a small geo-
graphical area such as Mexico City. On the contrary, 
the corrected restricted forecasts provide a more 
credible representation of the future climate since the 
differences in temperatures between regions are much 
smaller (about 3 ºC) in the corrected scenarios and are 
comparable to the temperature differences that have 
been observed in the past. Furthermore, it is important 
to notice that the scenarios based on corrected restricted 
forecasts are not based on the extrapolation of current 
trends of local factors (such as high urbanization rates 
in an already highly urbanized area) that would be im-
possible to maintain for the long-term horizons used for 
climate change projections. The extrapolation of local 

trends is implied by the available statistical downscal-
ing methods that have been proposed for producing 
climate change scenarios (Benestad et al., 2008).

5. Conclusions
This work considers the generation of scenarios of 
climatic change for spatial scales much smaller than 
the current general circulation models can handle and 
discusses that usually the corresponding statistical 
methods underlying those techniques are commonly 
in fault. The approach based on VAR models and 
restricted forecasting is more appropriate in that: 
(1) a multivariate model is preferable to capture the 
relationships among the series involved and offers 

Fig. 10. Local climate change scenarios based on uncorrected unrestricted (U) forecasts and corrected restricted (R) 
forecasts for 2100.
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a better representation at the local level; (2) there 
is no need of specifying a long-term relationship 
between large-scale and local-level variables, which 
could be complicate and generate spurious results; 
(3) restricted forecasting can produce scenarios with 
variability similar to that in the observed series (this is 
something that cannot be obtained with the methods 
in current use); (4) we can test for compatibility 
between information coming from historical records 
and that produced by general circulation models.

The scenarios generated in this work are based 
on statistically adequate models, so that inferences 
can be drawn on solid grounds, in contrast with 
usual inferences derived from techniques based on 
numerical optimization criteria. It is also important 
to distinguish between local factor contributions and 
those of large-scale when considering trends in cli-
matic time series. This point is relevant since current 
downscaling methods incorporate the evolution of 
global or regional factors, but assume that the local 
warming/cooling observed rates stay constant for 
all time horizons. Such an assumption implies that 
the rate of change of local factors (e.g. urbanization) 
remains constant, which is untenable in most cases.

As it happens with global and regional projections 
of climatic change derived from general circulation 
models and large scale-forcing, it is required to propose 
a possible evolution for the effect of local forcing, 
particularly when long horizons are considered. This 
should be done on the basis of a scenario of evolution 
of local factors supported by an estimation of their ef-
fects on local climate. In order to do that, we proposed 
a simple method to separate local from large-scale 
effects, by means of dummy variables that affect the 
part of the slope attributable to local forcing. If such a 
correction is not applied, the resulting local scenarios 
show temperature contrasts very far to what is expected 
in neighbor sub-regions within such a reduced area. 
In addition, by selecting different evolution patterns 
that represent, for instance, different public policies 
about land use or pollution control, the suggested 
methodology offers the possibility of evaluating the 
convenience of such policies, with regard to their 
effects for amplifying or attenuating the impact of 
climatic changes. 
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